


Soraya Photography is run by myself, Margaret 
Soraya, an experienced full time professional 
photographer who has been photographing 
weddings for 14 years. 

I photograph weddings and elopements  throughout 
the Highlands of Scotland and on the Scottish 
Islands.

Through minimal posing I unobtrusively capture 
your wedding day. I work in a documentary style 
with a little direction during the family and couple 
shots. The rest of the day is keep very relaxed, 
allowing me to capture the real and expressive 
images you see in my portfolios. 

I am passionate about  landsandscape photography 
as well so I am able to perfectly meld couples and 
landscape together to produce images that go 
beyond traditional wedding photography.

I am based in the Highlands and photograph large 
weddings at venues including fabulous castles such 
as Aldourie and Skibo Castle, beautiful exclusive 
use houses such Achnagairn Estate and Aultmore 
House to small elopements on the beaches of the 
Outer Hebrides and amidst the stunning landscape 
of the Isle of Skye.

My photography has won many awards and 
appeared in several publications. 
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AN INTRODUCTION TO [YOUR COMPANY GOES HERE]

ANY HER KEY ACHIEVEMENT GOES HERE

Scottish Photographer of the Year 2017 
Master Photographers Association 

SWPP Reportage Wedding
 Photographer of the Year 2010 

Society of Wedding & Portrait Photographers 

Travel & Landscape 
Photographer of the Year ( UK ) 2013, 

2014, 2016, 2017 
Master Photographers Association



Couple shoots can be for those who have booked 
their wedding photography with myself or just 
for those looking for a beautiful reminder of 
their time in Scotland together. Whether recently 
engaged or not quite yet! 

Up to two hours photography on location in 
Scotland, I always plan the day so we can visit 
multiple locations to get a variety of landscapes. 

These shoots always work well if you have a 
particular enjoyment of a place or an activity. If 
you love walking on the beach, taking your dogs 
out or have a special place that means something 
to you. I am open to ideas but equally can find 
locations for you. 

I work closely with the stunning Fort Augustus 
Abbey on the shores of loch ness which provides 
an indoor option!

All edited images will be delivered on a USB in 
high resolution. 

COUPLE & ENGAGEMENT SHOOTS £350



Elopements to Scotland are very popular if you are looking for a simple 
outdoor ceremony in some of the most beautiful sceenery imagineable. I 
offer bespoke coverage options for elopements as each one is different 
so just get in touch for pricing. 
There are many choices as to where to elope to - some of the most 
popular destinations include the dramatic landscapes of the Isle of Skye 
and the sweeping beaches of the Isle of Harris.
As an outdoor lover and a frequent traveller to the islands, I know many 
hidden locations as well! 
Your elopement photography will always be tailored to your needs. 
Without having to think about guests, you can decide what suits you 
best. Get in touch and we can talk! info@sorayaphoto.com 

ELOPEMENTS  from £750 





Designed to cover the key events of your wedding day, this collection 
will ensure you have a beautiful set of images of events before your 
ceremony and the ceremony itself. A set of family / group shots, couple 
session images and a selection of informal photographs of your guests 
enjoying themselves. Speeches will be covered as well, if they take 
place before your meal is served. 

• Coverage from one and a half  hours before your ceremony until 
your meal is called

• Over 200 High Res images delivered on a USB drive
• 6 Week delivery time
• Bespoke packaging
• Online password protected viewing gallery
• Travel throughout Scotland included 

COVERAGE UNTIL THE MEAL £1200





Designed for the couple who would like every aspect of their wedding covered. 
From getting ready to the first dance with plenty of informal images as well as 
photography during the main events on the day.  

• Coverage from 1.5 hours before the ceremony until your first 4 dances
• Over 400 High Res images delivered on a USB drive
• 5 Week delivery time
• Bespoke packaging
• Online password protected viewing gallery
• Travel throughout Scotland

ALL DAY COVERAGE £1800





ALL DAY  & ENGAGEMENT SHOOT  £2500 

This collection is for those who wish to have extended coverage of their wedding, 
through from an engagement shoot on location to all day coverage on the 
wedding day. All coverage including in this collection remains the same as the 
all day collection with the added coverage of having an experienced second 
shooter capturing informal images of your guests all day. 
Island weddings will incur a small charge for this collection to cover the second 
shooter travel fees required. 

• Coverage from 1.5 hours before the ceremony until half an hour after your 
first dance

• Over 600 High Res images delivered on a USB drive 
• Second shooter
• Engagement shoot in the Highlands
• 5 Week delivery time
• Bespoke packaging
• Online password protected viewing gallery
• Travel throughout Scotland





ALL DAY PLUS, INCLUDING A LUXURY JORGENSEN ART ALBUM £3200

Designed for those who wish to have the complete package for their wedding.  
An engagement shoot, extended coverage on the day and a second shooter 
covering informal images all day. 
Your choice of 60 images from your weding day peresented in a beautiful 
premium custom designed album in addition to all final images in high resolution 
on USB. 
Island weddings will incur a small charge for this collection to cover the second 
shooter required.

• Coverage from 1.5 hours before the ceremony until half an hour after your 
first dance 

• Over 600 High Res images delivered on a USB drive
• Second shooter
• Engagement shoot in the Highlands
• Jorgensen Art album 14x10 with 30 pages with your own choice of cover 

material and colours. A classic album with a contemporary look. 
• 5 Week delivery time
• Bespoke packaging
• Online password protected viewing gallery
• Travel throughout Scotland





£350

£450

£150

£100

£495

£950

£25 

£195

OPTIONAL EXTRAS  [Customise this area to match your offerings]

Engagement Shoot ( on location in the Highlands ) 

Second shooter
 
Additional Hours added to any collection (price per hour) 

Slideshow set to music for, supplied on USB in a bespoke presentation box 

Jorgensen Studio square album ( 20 sides ) 

Jorgensen Art Album ( 14x10 ) Matted album including 30 sides. Your own choice of cover material and colours. A 
classic album with a contemporary look.  
Extra sides ( per side )  

I also have a large range of wall mountable fine art frames and presentation options available. Prices start from:





I have been a wedding photographer for 
14 years and have photographed over 500 
weddings of all different types in all different 
seasons! 

When you book me to photograph your wedding, 
you are also booking a nice person who will 
blend in and get on with your guests. Being a 
quiet, unobtrusve and pleasant photographer on 
the day is guaranteed! 

Whatever your wedding plans, I am able to 
cope with them. I have photographed celebrity 
weddings in exclusive use castles with security 
clearances and privacy clauses to very small 
intimate beach weddings for couples who elope 
by themselves to remote becahes. 

I personally edit your images in ightroom. 
Selecting the very best images for you and lightly 
enhacing each image for you. 

All the files are supplied in high resolution in a 
bespoke gift box for you to keep. All images are 
watermark free and therefore you are not bound 
to purchase prints after the wedding. No hidden 
costs! 

All your images are uploaded to a client viewing 
area after the wedding so your friends and 
family can view and purchase their own prints 
after the wedding. You do not have to do 
anything! 

Travel costs are included to all Scottish locations - 
including the Scottish islands. Beyond Scotland, a 
small travel charge may apply. 

I have won many awards over the years for my 
photography and am well respected within the 
industry. I was recently named overall Scottish 
Master Photographer of the Year 2017 by the 
Master Photographers Association

No need to supply a wedding meal on the day - I 
come fully prepared with all my own sustenance! 

I am outdoor lover and come well equipped 
for any condition. Whether that be a wedding 
involving a hike into the mountains or just 
walking down to a shore for a few mins. Rain 
is no problem -- and equally bright sunshine is 
absolutely fine! 

I travel in my van round Scotland and the 
islands frequently, so am very knowledgeable 
about locations. If you need help planning your 
wedding on any of the islands, just ask! 

IT’S THE LITTLE THINGS THAT MAKE ALL THE DIFFERENCE





Why book Soraya Photography - Kind Words 

Amanda & Devon
Isle of  Harris beach 

I know that it’s been a few months since you 
shot our wedding photos on Harris. I was  

looking at some this morning and I thought, 
“Damn, these are good.” So I just wanted 
to write you and thank you again for your 
Herculean efforts to get to us and fantastic 

photos that resulted. 
Thank you. 

Lorna & Colin 
Crieff  Hydro & Luskentyre beach 

Wow! We are both over the moon with these 
photos. Everything we wanted, thank you so much, 

L and C x

Heloise & George 
Isle of  Coll 

Margaret is unbelievably talented and a complete 
joy to work with. We have just received our album 
through the post and we couldn’t LOVE it any more. 
The perfect combination of stunning landscapes 
and telling the story of our very special day. Book 

Margaret now!

Joanne & Phil
Glenfinnan House Hotel

Margaret took our wedding photos in June and we 
are both delighted with the pictures. Would highly 
recommend Margaret to anyone looking for a 
wedding photographer. Also, we were expecting 
to have to wait a while for the disc but we received 
it in the post 2 weeks after the wedding. Plus she’s 

a really nice lady.

Ian & Daphne
Loch Ness 

Engaging Margaret for our wedding photoshoot 
was an excellent decision! Her eye for photography 
and angles translated to beautiful pieces of art. It 
was a joy to work with Margaret who allowed us 
to focus on each other and have great fun posing 
for her! Thank you Margaret for creating such 

wonderful memories for us in Inverness!

Holly & Iain
West brewery, Glasgow 

We are thrilled with our wedding photos; Margaret 
captured the feeling of the day perfectly but we 
barely knew she was there - very stealthy! She 
was very organised with the group photos leaving 
us plenty time to just enjoy the day; we would 

highly recommend her.

Contact me to book your wedding photography! 
info@sorayaphoto.com



Soraya Photography 
Craigwell, 1 Lewiston, Drumnadrochit, IV63 6UW 

www.sorayaphoto.com
07709364265 


